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Flights/Travel

I bought my flights from STA Travel (right next to Starbucks). e staff there were really helpful and got 
cheap flights for myself and others I knew going on exchange the same semester as I. I flew Emirates and 
stopped over in Bangkok for 5 days - I would definitely recommend a stopover to break up the flight if you 
are going to Europe, and Emirates flies through ailand, so why not go to Bangkok for a quick holiday 
before you arrive in the harsh reality of European winter? My flights (one way) cost around $1500NZD. 

Visa

To get a visa for France you have to make an appointment with the French embassy in Wellington and be 
present for a meeting with them to apply for your visa (you can’t just do it by post). It is all pretty 
straightforward. e one thing I was concerned about was the “proof of accommodation” requirement 
since I didn’t have any permanent accommodation organised in Lyon, but aer asking other students who 
had been to France, I was told that it is possible to get away with providing proof of booking for a few 
nights/a week in a hostel. I must admit I held my breath during my interview at the embassy (no guarantees 
that a hostel booking will suffice for everyone) but I was lucky, and the guy at the embassy didn’t comment 
at all on my proof of accommodation. 

You can find all the information about applying for a visa on the embassy website: http://
www.ambafrance-nz.org/University-student-visa

Accommodation

I hadn’t heard great things about student residences in Lyon from other students’ reports (they are nothing 
like halls of residences at Otago - many don’t have common rooms, and people stick to themselves - 
although I do have friends who had positive experiences in residences - mainly the ones with shared 
kitchens which was a good spot to meet people), and wanted to improve my French as much as possible, so 
decided to find an apartment when I got to Lyon. is was quite daunting, but everything worked out well 
and I didn’t have a lot of trouble finding an apartment.

Before I le, I looked at lots of listings on appartager.com, the French version of trademe flats - people 
searching for a flatmate post an advertisement. Leboncoin.fr is another such website, although I didn’t use 
it. Appartager.com was a bit annoying, as to be able to read messages from some people, you had to be a 
“premium member” which was really expensive. I managed to get in contact with some people who had 
sneakily put their email address in their advertisement, but I know others who browsed the website before 
they got to France, then when they had arrived, bought a phone and a few days membership on the website, 
and made lots of calls enquiries etc. It is also possible to be matched up with people looking for flatmates 
through the Lyon III accommodation service - I don’t know how this works as I didn’t do it, but have a 
couple of friends who got rooms in apartments with French students this way. Get in touch with the 
International Relations people at Lyon III for more info on this. e Lyon ERASMUS facebook page is 
another good place to find advertisements for apartments/rooms etc - search it on facebook (Erasmus & 
International Students Lyon 2012-2013). Lots of people advertise rooms on here, or you can put up a post 
saying that you’re looking for a place.
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I ended up finding a cheap apartment in the 7th arrondissement - 250 euros per month, including expenses. 
I’m not sure how I fluked getting something so cheap - most people I know were paying around 400-500  
euro a month. e area was a little far from town (a bit more than an hour walking!) but by metro or biking 
was only 20 mins. My two flatmates were Swiss and French, and neither of them spoke English. is was 
great for my French - if you have a good level of French before your exchange I definitely recommend trying 
to live in an apartment with French people - it was one of the best decisions I made! 

University

University in Lyon was an interesting experience. Going from my final year of law and writing my honours 
dissertation to studying a few random BA papers in Lyon was a very relaxing way to finish my degree! I 
took a mix of papers in the SELF programme (taught in English) as well as a couple of DEUF papers - 
which are classes taken with French students at Lyon III.

SELF: I took Contemporary Indian Society and Concepts of Law in the European Union in the SELF 
programme. e Indian Society paper was really interesting, although not particularly well organised, and 
the lecturer didn’t speak amazing English. is counted as a politics paper for me - I’d recommend it, it was 
cool! Concepts of EU law was taught by a British lecturer and is probably one of the most boring papers 
I’ve ever taken. e 3 hour classes consisting of the lecturer citing various paragraphs from European 
Constitutions and using far too many acronyms were draining and I don’t feel like I learnt very much at all. 
Probably wouldn’t recommend it, although apparently this paper was among the better organised/
manageable papers out of the law papers on offer. I put the EU law paper towards my politics degree too.

DEUF: If you have a good level of French, and want to be challenged with your university work, I’d 
recommend taking DEUF papers. I took SELF because I hadn’t studied French for a couple of years before 
I went on exchange, but in retrospect I would have been fine in DEUF classes. I took two DEUF 
translation classes - Anglais - ème and Anglais - Version which were in the “Licence mention L.L.C.E 
Anglais” programme. If you are registering for ème Classes, be careful, because there are lots of ème 
classes for different levels. e first one I enrolled in was a lower level and I ended up awkwardly sitting 
through a 2 hour class of English grammar and spelling exercises. So, make sure you are in the LLCE 
classes. 

e thème classes were translation of French texts into English. Each class we would go through a text 
which we had translated for homework. I found the class really valuable, and it was great for my vocabulary 
and practical implication of grammar. e Version class involves the translation of English into French. 
is class was MUCH harder than thème, and quite a challenge. e texts were very literary and sometimes 
contained english idioms which even I was not familiar with... All the same, it was a good challenge and 
was good for my vocabulary. 

I was told by the course coordinator in Lyon that I was only allowed to pick up one DEUF paper alongside 
the SELF papers. However, I added two papers with no problems. What I learnt about French bureaucracy 
is that even if one person says no, it is highly likely that if you go and ask someone else they will say yes - so 
shop around!

Overall, my advice on choosing courses at Lyon would be: 
– If you want a relatively easy, social semester, take 2 or 3 papers in the SELF programme. Its a great way to 
meet people, and the classes aren’t very challenging. en, to get credits towards your French degree, the 
compulsory FLE class counts as one paper, and ème along with Version count as one more paper. For me, 
this was a good way to challenge myself with French, but not feel too overwhelmed by taking all my classes 
in French from the beginning.   



Transport

Lyon has a great public transport system. e metro and tram system is reliable and goes to most places 
you’ll ever need to go. A student pass for a month is 28 euro - I’d recommend getting this unless you live 
super close to both uni and town - it pays itself off very quickly as individual tickets are 1.80euro each. You 
can get your pass at any of the bigger metro stops which have a TCL office. You have to wait until you get 
your student card though, to get the student price. 

I arrived in winter, so used the metro for the first few months, as it was too cold to walk or bike! However, 
once it started getting warmer, I used the VELOV system all the time! VELOV is a system of bikes 
throughout the city - you pick up a bike at one stop, and once you get to your destination, drop it off at the 
nearest stop. e Velovs were a lifesaver past midnight when the metro is closed, and it is so beautiful to 
bike along the river or to the park on a sunny day. A subscription is only 15 euros for a year - so even if you 
don’t think you will use the bikes all the time, it is definitely still worth getting one! You can buy them 
online at : http://www.velov.grandlyon.com

Fun things to do

Coffee: One thing that disappointed me about Lyon was the lack of good cafés. We are lucky in New 
Zealand with our number of good cafés and the quality of the coffee! Lyon is not completely devoid of 
good places to go, but they just take a bit more searching for. Most cafés are around the Hôtel de Ville area. 
Café Mokxa is the hangout of most New Zealand and Australian students in search of a good long black or 
flat white - it’s owned by a New Zealand woman. e coffee is good, but it is always busy and crowded and 
its not the kind of place you can always buy one coffee at and loiter for long aerwards. La Bicycletterie 
was my favourite café - cheap coffee, very relaxed atmosphere, and good for studying. Laureline’s Corner 
only opened just before I le, but is a super cute cupcake/coffee shop which looks like something from out 
of Frankie magazine. Le Tasse Livre is a cool café which also doubles as a bookstore. e vibe is cool, but 
the coffee isn’t amazing and the service isn’t great either.

Food: Lyon is apparently the gastronomic capital of France. However, as a vegetarian, the traditional 
Lyonnais food (many different variations on tripe, lots of pork things, various animal organs not usually 
eaten in New Zealand) didn’t impress me that much. My friends and I went to Crock n’ Roll a lot - a café 
at Hôtel de Ville which serves fancy toasted sandwiches which cost 4-5 euros and come with a salad. It’s 
super good value, and they play cool music! Café Berlin next to university has amazing bagels - definitely 
recommend going there. 

Going out: ere are a few cool bars in Lyon but they are pretty hard to find! Le Bec de Jazz is a really cool 
jazz club in between Hôtel de Ville and Croix Rousse. ey play really fun old jazz music and its good for 
dancing. Le Sonic is a good spot for shows - check out their blog for upcoming events (http://sonic-
lyon.blogspot.com/) Gonzo Bar at Guillotière has a cool vibe and they play good music - its probably the 
only bar I went to that felt like a cool/chilled out bar you would go to in Dunedin/Wellington. Hot Club 
is a cool jazz bar - you usually have to pay a cover charge (5 euro) - but definitely worth it. Feat. really 
talented musicians and old men in turtlenecks. Check out Génération Spontanée (http://
www.generationspontanee.fr/) for shows/events in Lyon.  

Markets: ere are lots of great fresh food markets around Lyon during the week. ere is a great one at 
metro Place Guichard on Sunday mornings - lots of Algerian/Moroccan food there too, as well as at Jean 
Macé on Wednesday and Saturday mornings. ese were the ones I went to as they were close to where I 
lived, but there are also markets around the rivers every day too. 
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Travel around France and Europe

I always had the impression that travel between countries in Europe quite cheap. It’s not quite as cheap as I 
was led to believe (especially trains), but doesn’t break the bank. 

In France, SNCF is the train provider. eir tickets are pretty steep sometimes, but you can get relatively 
cheap tickets to places near Lyon. If you pay 50 euros to get the 12-25 discount card, you get discounts off 
tickets. I bought the card and got some discounts, but I’m not sure if the 50 euros ended up paying itself off. 
If you’re planning on doing lots of travel around France, the discount card is probably a good idea, but I 
only took trains about 5 times and the discounts weren’t that big, so have a think before you buy it!

Ride-sharing is pretty big in Europe which is awesome. You can get to cities in France, Switzerland, Spain 
etc for far cheaper than plane/train/bus tickets. Check out blablacar.com and covoiturage.fr. 

For cheap flights, Easyjet and Vueling (for flights in and around Spain) are good.  Ryanair doesn’t fly into 
Lyon, so I have yet to fly with them. I was expecting pretty bad service from Easyjet and Vueling as budget 
airlines, but haven’t had any problems apart from one flight being cancelled, which can happen with any 
airline I guess. 

Getting to the Lyon airport is pretty expensive - 11 or 12 euros. So when looking at flights, consider flying 
out of Geneva. I flew to Prague from Geneva for much cheaper than it would have been out of Lyon, and 
my train ticket to Geneva was the same amount as a ticket to the Lyon airport would have been. 

Language

Everyone says that the French are difficult, but I didn’t find them more or less friendly than New 
Zealanders. You will find nice people and grumpy people in every country! Definitely make a big effort 
with the language - I think a big part of the bad reputation for the French is their intolerance of English 
speakers. But to be honest, I think most New Zealanders would be taken aback if someone walked into a 
shop and started speaking French or Chinese to them. It’s the same when in France - it’s rude to speak to 
someone in English and expect them to understand, because not everyone speaks English. If you make an 
effort to speak with people in French (in shops etc), even if they speak back to you in English, it’s far better 
than starting with English. 


